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Abstract
Classification into race groups did not end when the Population Registration Act,
the foundation of apartheid policy, was abolished in 1991. Formal requirements for
allocation of the South African population into ‘races’ continue in a democratic
society, and individuals employed in institutions ranging from schools to businesses
are tasked with such processes of sorting people out. We present the results of a
study done at a university on the sites of, reasons for, and practices employed in
race classification to illustrate decisions that confront classifiers when ensuring race
categorisation.

Introduction
In the context of post-apartheid South Africa, this article1 has four goals.
Firstly, it seeks broadly to identify the purpose of race classification that has
continued beyond apartheid; secondly, the article investigates the processes
followed in classifying people according to race; thirdly, it is interested in
the effects, if any, of both classifying and being classified (from the perspective
of the classifier); and finally it examines the challenges involved in race
classification. The article concludes by suggesting that the path to achieving
alternatives to race-based classification remains a contested one. The aims
of the article are achieved through investigating the purposes and practices
of race classification at the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN). UKZN
provides an illustrative case of the wider context of race classification.  As
such it speaks to a central theme of this special edition, which is to analyse
race classification practices in South Africa today in order to investigate
alternatives. Empirically the case of UKZN demonstrates that apartheid race
categories remain in use by the administration and are keys in the bureaucratic
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function within the university.2 The university believes that classification
using apartheid race categories are administratively necessary to achieve
‘racial’ redress. However, as the article will demonstrate, there are pockets
of resistance to this forced classification. There are individuals who contest
the ways in which the university is racially categorising them. It is in those
processes of resistance to classification that ‘reveals what lives behind race’
as argued by Erasmus in her editorial to this issue of Transformation. These
revelations occur not only to those being classified but, in some instances,
by the classifiers themselves.

Using UKZN as an institutional site, the research on which this article is
based made use of qualitative methodologies.3 The primary method employed
was that of semi-structured interviews with key informants. This methodology
was supported by a brief analysis of a sample of documents or forms at UKZN
which require individuals to classify themselves in terms of pre-defined
racial categories.

Key informants were selected to provide primary data on the core research
questions. Two sets of interviews were conducted and used. The first set
of four interviews was conducted in 2002 and the second set in 2009. The
2002 interviews were conducted with senior human resource managers at the
former University of Natal, the former University of Durban-Westville, the
former Natal Technikon, and the former ML Sultan Technikon, and no
sampling took place. Finally 15 interviews were conducted with 13 key
informants.

The 2009 interviews were conducted with people from various units
within the university including Division of Management Information (DMI),
Student Funding and Scholarships, Human Resources and Equity, NTESU
(a staff union), International Relations, Engineering Faculty, Humanities
Faculty, Student Affairs, and Risk Management Services. In addition,
personal correspondence took place with a representative from the National
Research Foundation (NRF) in June 2010. Unless otherwise indicated this
article refers to the 2009 interviews and results, pertaining to UKZN.

Classification and racial redress
Classifying people by race has long been a feature of South African life.
During the apartheid regime, the Population Registration Act (30 of 1950)
(South Africa 1950) was the major legislative tool determining the
institutionalised procedures that underpinned the process of race
classification. The Act classified people into racial categories according to
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criteria that could best be described as ‘a deliberately more flexible, elastic
approach...’ rather than one based on essentialist notions of ‘blood’ (Posel
2001:55). Its effects remained damaging to the individuals concerned, given
the subjective nature of classifying people racially. Racial classification
raises questions of morality and dignity as argued by Eloff (1999).

In the post-apartheid period, classification of individuals on the basis of
race has continued despite a stated commitment to principles of non-
racialism.4 While race classification has had continuity in everyday practice,
it also remained and has increasingly become re-institutionalised, albeit in
a different form. The processes through, and reasons for which this occurs
are often unclear. Policy – either nationally derived or developed by
individual institutions – can be subjective and context dependent. Primarily,
such policy is most often justified because of the acknowledged need for
redress of apartheid generated inequalities both in the labour market and in
access to opportunities and resources (such as higher education).

Generally, classification processes are undertaken by individuals at
lower levels in the organisational hierarchy to whom responsibility for doing
so has been devolved, often as a default requirement rather than as a formal
job description.5 These individuals may have differing interpretations of
policy requirements and may attach different weight to the implications of
the processes and practices of classification itself. On the other side of the
practice are the individuals being classified, and their own subjective
experiences of the process/es involved.

Higher education institutions in South Africa offer a particularly
fascinating institutional space in which to examine race classification. Here
both employees and ‘clients’ (students) are routinely classified, for the
stated purpose of fulfilling national government legislative and policy
requirements and the individual institutions’ own professed goals.

Redress in South Africa is prescribed in government policy and given
weight through specific legislative prescriptions, primarily the Employment
Equity Act (55 of 1998) (South Africa, 1998) and the Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment Act (53 of 2003) (South Africa, 2003). Both these
Acts necessitate the classification of individuals on the basis of race in order
to ensure organisational compliance and to measure progress towards race-
based redress. Furthermore, non-legislated policy prescriptions from the
national Department of Education (and now the Department of Higher
Education and Training) mandate higher education institutions, for example,
to undertake classification on the basis of race under their reporting
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requirements in order to measure race demographics in higher education.
Moreover, within the higher education sphere, the widely reported

occurrence of racist humiliation at a residence at the University of the Free
State in 2008 triggered renewed focus and attention to ‘race’, racism and
racial discrimination in South African higher education. The incident in
question made global and national headlines. The intense focus on racism
particularly at universities provided a new impetus to debates on race and
racism in higher education. The government initiated Ministerial Committee
on ‘Transformation, Elimination of Discrimination and Social Cohesion in
Public Higher Education Institutions’, reporting its findings in late 2008, is
an example of this concern (South Africa 2008). Two key findings of this
Committee were, firstly, that discrimination is perceived to be rife in Higher
Education Institutions; and, secondly, that in many institutions policies of
transformation and organisational cultures are in conflict. In the context of
this report, higher education institutional space and the ways in which its
officials engage with race classification becomes even more interesting. The
next section examines the need for and purpose of classifications in South
African work organisations, particularly universities.

Classification on the basis of race is understood as being necessary in
order to achieve redress and transformation in South African society
generally. In this regard, classification has become important as a human
resources practice in South African workplaces. In this sense, the UKZN is
a workplace, within which human resource practitioners have to engage in
the practice of classification on a daily basis to achieve specified goals. In
such sites, classification of employees in racial categories permeates the
work requirements of many human resource practitioners, especially those
involved in recruitment, selection, promotion and retention of staff.

The 2002 series of interviews with senior human resource practitioners at
tertiary institutions in KZN, namely, the former institutions Natal Technikon,
ML Sultan Technikon, University of Natal, and University of Durban-
Westville, demonstrated that institutional policy in regard to the purpose of
classification was very clear to those interviewed: to redress racial inequity
and fulfil the national legislated mandate to achieve employment equity.

Whilst there was some acknowledgement of the more philosophical and
even pragmatic problems involved in classifying human beings racially,
these were not seen as reasons to question the logic for the continuation of
racial classification of South Africans in a post-apartheid scenario. For
practitioners, those employees who refused to accept their classification or
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actively sought to change their classification from one race to another were
‘strange’, ‘eccentric’ and ‘anti-transformation’, ‘mischievous’ and
‘troublesome’. For example as Reena Budree, former equity manager at the
University of Natal claimed in 2002:

… and so racial classification at the university is totally self defined.
You define what race you belong to and if you came to me and said you’re
a white woman, I would have to accept that … the university would
never challenge a person … It was a kind of atmosphere that prevailed
at the time, in 1999, where they still felt that if you were resistant to
enough to this piece of legislation it would go away, but it [the
legislation] didn’t go away. And so the kind of mischievous behaviour
that we had, fortunately went away because we said that’s fine, but in
future in all university publications or any publicity material derived
from the university, you would in fact be reflected as an African female
[if that was the classification you claimed]. (Interview Budree 2002)

For Budree, employees who embarked on this form of self classification at
the former University of Natal, did so as a form of protest. However, the
action of refusing to self classify is often interpreted as a form of refusing
to ‘give up racial privilege’.

Hope  Mashilo (Interview 2002), the Equity Manager at the former ML
Sultan Technikon, also provides examples when employees wished to
reclassify themselves racially. Mashilo elaborates on one incident where the
institution’s classification policy was challenged by staff. In 2000 three
‘Muslim Indians’, she said, approached her insisting that they be reclassified
as Coloured or Cape Malay as they did not consider themselves Indian. She
refused to reclassify them on the basis that their original identity books used
when first applying for their jobs in the 1980s classified them as Indian. She
argues that the only motivation for wanting to be reclassified as Coloured
or Cape Malay was that it would ensure them access to a range of resources
and rights that they would not be able to access if they retained their Indian
classification. The specifics of the rights and resources were not mentioned
in the interview, but one can speculate that it might have referred to
occupational mobility within the Technikon.

Mashilo’s argument demonstrates the reductiveness of classifying others
or indeed of self classification. She further contends that if these employees
were accepted for employment at the Technikon in the 1980s then they had
to be ‘real Indians’ and not ‘Coloured or Cape Malays or whatever’ (Interview
Mashilo 2002) since the Technikon was an ‘Indian only’ institution during
this period and would only employ Indians.
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The manager in charge of equity at the former ML Sultan Technikon, Lizwi
Mhlane, alerted the researcher to the balancing act that he had to perform
between what he terms the philosophy of equity and the pragmatics of
equity. He contends that whilst he acknowledges the difficulties in classifying
people or forcing them to classify themselves he nonetheless supports racial
classification when he argues that:

It’s more of a philosophical thing than a real thing. Like I say the
exigencies of the institution make it almost impossible for people to
start hiding things like that [their race]. (Interview Mhlane 2002)

Mhlane goes on to argue that for him racial classification is grounded in what
he perceives to be reality. Reality for him in this context means achieving
measurable racial redress within the institution.

The four senior HR managers interviewed in 2002 all acknowledged that
there may be large philosophical issues around processes of classification,
but also believe that employees can be classified. Their job was not to do
the ‘philosophy’ but the work of classification to achieve national and
institutional mandates.

Policy based classification
Interviewees in the UKZN (2009) study all agreed that classification on the
basis of race at the university is practised in order to fulfil policy and/or
legislative requirements. As stated previously, the primary policy tool
determining the use of race classification for employees at UKZN is the
Employment Equity Act. UKZN is required to take steps to ensure that its
staff complement reflects the broader demographic profile of the province
in terms of race, as well as gender and disability.  It does this by devolving
responsibility to line function departments in that the various departments/
units/schools are required to develop their own divisional equity plans,
keeping in mind the University’s Recruitment and Selection Policy.6

For students, the policies that are understood to drive race classification
differ according to the context or situation in which it is deemed to be
necessary. In general, all students are expected to be classified according
to race during the application process and subsequently, once admission
application is successful – this classification is confirmed during the
registration process. This is seen to be necessary in order to meet Higher
Education SA (HESA) requirements, says the Central Applications Office
(Interview van Soelen et al 2009), for transforming higher education
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institutions in South Africa, as well as UKZN’s own institution-wide Equity
Plan.

In addition students are classified when they request financial assistance
or are considered for awards like bursaries and scholarships in line with
policies of, inter alia, UKZN, the National Student Financial Aid Scheme, the
Leadership and Equity Advancement Programme (LEAP – important in the
University’s transformation initiative), and the various private and public
scholarship and bursary programmes available.7 Funding for financial aid is
understood to be determined largely by the racialised allocation of funds,
as is alluded to in the following quote:

… we don’t issue funding on the basis of race classifications, so that’s
not a criteria for getting funding but in order for us to receive funding
from the state we need to report on students using their race classifications
because that’s part of the format currently. (Interview Wills 2009)

Therefore, at least in the opinion of the respondent cited above, the
university itself does not feel compelled to fund students based on their
racial classification. However, in order to secure the funding in the first place,
the university has to provide race-based statistics of its student body to the
relevant government agencies. This signifies a second theme that emerges
in the fieldwork undertaken for this project, namely the pressure by the state
on the university, through legislation and a range of potential punitive
measures for non-compliance, to engage in racial, as opposed to non-racial,
discourse and practice.

Race classification at UKZN occurs in many situations in which individuals,
both staff and students, are required to engage with the bureaucratic
management processes in place. In the case of staff, race classification
begins at the recruitment stage, is established formally (by being ‘captured
on the system’) once an individual is appointed, and is confirmed at
subsequent interactions through ongoing processes of self classification
(see below). In addition, staff may be required to classify themselves on the
basis of race when joining a trade union. For example

... you’re not bound to declare your race group but then if you don’t in
a sense you prejudice yourself in the employment process. (Interview
Govender 2009)

Increasingly there is no space in South African work organisations not
to be racially classified. It may be that the function to classify employees
racially is primarily that of Diversity offices, Equity offices and allied human
resources services. Where employees refuse to self-classify or challenge
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classification they are assigned a classification by human resources. Every
column in the required reports has to be completed with the options already
designated.

Process of classification
Classification is generally seen to occur through self-classification, or pre-
classification as apartheid designations will have been carried into post-
1994 systems. In other words, individuals (both employees and students)
classify themselves or had been classified into one of the race categories
available on the various forms they are required to fill in. In most cases,
interviewees felt that classifying others is a largely unproblematic process.
Respondents did not consider what other proof may be required to verify a
person’s race, if the classification was ‘problematic’. The interpretation by
the classifier of the process of racially classifying another person as
unproblematic is telling. It reveals that racial classification is a normative,
ordinary and even a banal process in contemporary South Africa. However,
the process of classifying by the classifier is also an act of subjective power,
and subjective reflection. Whilst it may be true that in some cases the
classifier is not conscious of the power dynamic involved in classifying
another human being racially, such is nonetheless present.  Removing the
banality, the apparent common sense, from the process would force the
classifier to take accountability for the act of classifying.

The main stumbling block to relying solely on self-classification is that
while the application form (for students) contains an ‘other’ category
(requiring specification), the database used to store student information
requires that all students be categorised into the available variables thereby
effectively excluding ‘other’. This is the same process in effect used by the
census (Erasmus and Stone 2009): where an individual adds a value that is
not recognised, this has to be absorbed into one of the accepted variables.
According to the interviewees responsible for this database, in general
where this emerges is with people identifying themselves either ethnically
(eg Zulu) or nationally (in the case of foreign students) (Interview Van
Soelen et al 2009). This problem of what is in effect ‘mis(self)classification’
is then solved by first, reclassifying ethnic categories into racial ones (Zulu
becomes African – ethnicity signifies race).8 Second, if that is unclear, then
other available data is consulted, such as, firstly, the student’s name and
surname, followed by residential address, school, South African identity
document, passport. Or confirmation may be based on face-to-face interaction
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(phenotype – visual in other words). For example, a student did not wish to
be classified as ‘coloured’ and instead entered ‘biracial’ in the ‘other’ field.
The student was then called in to enable reclassification into one of the
available categories. As the quote below demonstrates, the process of
classifying can be alarmingly subjective:

… the lady said she was bi-racial what she meant was not coloured. She
was not black-white she was in fact Indian and coloured, so she called
herself bi-racial. Well there is a gap I mean if coloured is meant to be a
black-white mix what is an Indian mix in any combination? [...] we then
checked the school she was in, the address and the names ... even the
names gave it away. (Interview Van Soelen et al 2009)

She was classified as ‘coloured’ eventually, on the basis of her name,
residential area and school, which were all seen as fitting the coloured
category. Names, or surnames more specifically, are considered to be a
reliable indicator of race, as Kebeje (Interview 2009) emphasised. However,
when probed, he acknowledged that this was not always the case and that
a surname could be misleading as an indicator of race:

… sometimes we just look at the surname. Like now when I see
Govender, I think it’s obvious that should be an Indian student.
Q? Or could be coloured?
Ja and even now there are blacks that are under Govender. I have seen
it now.
Q? So now surname is not even appropriate?
Ja, it’s not appropriate now. (Interview Kebeje 2009)

In the Medical School, where race classification determines access, as a
result of the quota-based policy in place,9

at the time of enrolment the staff and the undergraduate administration
office checks the declared race against the student name and if there is
any doubt the student is asked whether the information is correct or not.
(Interview Sturm 2009)

Institution-wide practice is that, in general, any reclassification and
corrections of errors in classification happens at Faculty level. This is mainly
because this is a common site of student interaction with the University’s
administration. As stated:

The faculty holds biographical details in the system, they [the staff in
the Faculty offices] are the custodians of the detail so it would have to
go back to them for reclassification. (Interview Morrison 2009)
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According to two interviewees (Morrison 2009, Naidoo 2009) the student
database or ITS system is not completely reliable, as there are sometimes
cases of apparent ‘misclassification’ on the basis of both race and gender:

... we had a meeting the other day about data quality and at the end of
the day, university systems need to be quality driven and then if the data
sitting in them is incorrect then it’s causing all sorts of problems to
everybody. (Interview Morrison 2009)

In general, however, the processes of classification in the post-apartheid
period have moved away from the more invasive practices, such as the pencil
test, that were sometimes carried out during apartheid (Erasmus and Stone
2009).

Effects of classification
As noted previously, the effects of apartheid era race classification were
often devastating to the individuals concerned. Under the current democratic
dispensation race classification, according to most of the interviewees (the
classifiers), is not considered to be a major cause for concern. The ‘everyday
banality of race classification’ (Maré 2001:82) that has permeated almost
every aspect of public life in South Africa has meant that requests for race
based classification are deemed most often to be unproblematic. Most
people seem to accept the need for race classification in order to meet
government’s reporting requirements and the practice is seen as relatively
unthreatening by work organisations, the human resources practitioners at
tertiary institutions interviewed here, and by the state itself.

The ordinariness in which classification is viewed by classifiers in work
organisations is echoed in the interview excerpts below. One of the
respondents, Trevor Wills (Interview 2009), justifies the process by rendering
it non-threatening. He asserts that there is no significant, if any, impact on
the classified. Interviewees comment on this issue:

...I don’t think it’s a major problem because most of our students are
local students and ... you grow up with these groups … (Interview Van
Soelen et al 2009)

But on the other hand very few people in my experience resist providing
the information. So if they see it as something that appears to be a
statutory requirement they generally seem to provide it whereas I
would think 15 years ago [iow apartheid era] more people would have
simply not answered the question or left the section blank in a form or
put some kind of comment down. People are resigned and provide it now
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because they will see it as being linked to some kind reporting requirement
rather than any attempt to discriminate against the staff. (Interview
Wills 2009)

You see I suspect that for a large part of South African society, I mean
even the new generation, we are so used to doing the classification thing
because once you went into post-classification you met the whole
equity situation and so to keep yourself aligned for the equity. (Interview
Morrison 2009)

At the same time however, the negative effects of classification for both the
classified and classifiers are apparent as both Wills and Govender point out:

... where this is discussed with staff for example in the context of
employment equity, meetings or debates or contestation around
employment equity there’s a definite tension. You know I personally
find it very difficult with having to use these classifications for example
in interaction with staff meetings and strategic planning [...] where
there’s a need to refer to these categories and it’s usually couched in an
apologetic tone to put it that way because there certainly is a sensitivity.
And in KZN it’s often very difficult, you can’t use the old visual
identification, names ... there’s such an intermingling of names and
speeches and so on it’s quite easy [...] to misclassify somebody.
(Interview Wills 2009)

It has an effect on both sides, for the people making the classification
you know, you’re being called upon to sort of play this unique role again
and labelling people and then all [...] that goes with these labels you
know you become responsible for that. And you’re the person sort of
enforcing some kind of rule or regulation which would contradict a non-
racial sort of discourse. On the side of the classified it can do different
things [...] it can promote that racial category, that group in the labour
market or whichever area or space that person is entering so you could
raise them or you could label them as sometimes victims [...] of the past
or you could label them using these racial epithets of being
underprivileged. (Interview Govender 2009)

During apartheid, as Erasmus (2007) points out, where the effects of
classification were often traumatic for individuals and families, those tasked
with classifying individuals according to race were enormously powerful,
despite the fact that they were often lower level bureaucrats. Bureaucrats
still bear the responsibility for classification, in cases where self-classification
does not work. But decision-making and recording, once again devolved to
lower levels in any organisation, is now required as part of occupations far
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removed from any job-description (Maré 2001). The processes have been
sanitised, removed from the label of ‘race-classification’. Processes adopted
can still be highly subjective, or even more so. The effects of classification,
on both the classifier and classified can be pronounced, with those responsible
for classifying unable to fall back on specific criteria for doing so and, in
addition, there may be a sense of general discomfort with classification on
the basis of race given the recent past. This is the case, not only in relation
to dignity, where race classification is tied to access to resources (such as
student funding), or employment as the excerpts from an interview with
Morrison (Interview 2009) demonstrates:

We did have a white student recently who came in and felt that because
of the equity programmes of the National Research Foundation he was
being disadvantaged and hadn’t got funding. He was very angry with a
black staff member and I intervened and told him that number one, it’s
not the black staff member who had actually been involved in the
selection process, it was actually a government agency number one; and
number two that he hadn’t qualified for the funding that he thought he
was eligible for not solely on race but basically based on his academic
profile. His academic profile wasn’t strong enough. The government
agency said look, in terms of the equity profile only a certain number
were for white males. He was a white male [...] had he been sufficiently
strong enough academically the university may well have found an
alternative scholarship, but he really just wasn’t at the scholarship
level. But he felt that he was being disadvantaged based on racial
classification and gender classification. So you know that was an
unfortunate situation...

When approached for comment (the communication was via personal
email correspondence in June 2010), the NRF, confirmed that whilst some of
their student scholarships are targeted at designated groups, in practice
white males who apply and meet the merit conditions of the scholarship are
granted the scholarship. The same ‘leeway’ applies to certain staff funding
grants such as Thuthuka that are targeted at designated groups. The NRF
argues that if not enough quality applications are received in a particular
funding cycle, the particular scholarship or grant can be opened to white
males. This depends often on the discretion of the NRF fund manager and
not the individual university, even though this is eventually communicated
to the relevant institutions.

Morrison (Interview 2009) discussed the individual feeling of discomfit
of employees when challenged by individuals who contest their classification
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or the process and purpose of classification:
I mean the biggest challenge is just an uncomfortableness on the part of
the staff member who has to arrive at some kind of end result. And it’s
not our money that we are administering number one, and clearly we
would prefer to live without having to define or classify or rank, but you
know where you have limited resources you are always going to have
some kind of ranking process, so if you don’t have a ranking process
based on equity profiles, you will have a ranking process based on
financial need.

Despite the normalising of classification and the prevailing view amongst
practitioners that it is ordinary, the example above shows that the ordinary
and normative is sometimes rendered extraordinary, and disrupts what is
expressed by many practitioners and employers as an unproblematic process.

Challenges of classification
The challenges of classification on the basis of race at UKZN identified by
interviewees mainly relate to ‘misclassifications’ (a term that holds true only
if there is a notion of true/accurate classification of race). These cases of
misclassification result from a range of problems including:
• problems with inaccurate data capturing. For example the data capturer

could accidentally misclassify someone, or even make a subjective
judgement call and change the person’s self-classification to match a
racial category deemed more appropriate by the data capturer;

• the difficulties in making judgements of race classification in a society
that is increasingly integrated and becoming increasing racially mixed.
This problem extends beyond the mixed race category of ‘coloured’
(Erasmus 2007);

• the problem presented by the current four categories in use (African,
Indian, Coloured and White). The use of these four categories has meant
that Chinese South Africans, for example, have seen their identity collapsed
under the generic category of Black. Racial classification in this sense
assumes an economic currency and imperative (see Erasmus and Park
2008) when related to Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE)
for example;

• the challenges related to race classification where it is perceived to
concern access to jobs, funding or placement at University were noted.
The above discussions highlighted the processes and touched on some
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of the challenges of classification. This section examines how
misclassification occurs and the consequences of such ‘mistakes’. The
problems relating to ‘misclassification’ for this study are mainly related to
human error in capturing data provided, as mentioned above, and subjective
and arbitrary ‘corrections’. Respondents dealing directly with student and
staff classifications indicated that in their opinions employees and staff
often misrepresented their classification. When prompted as to how
individuals can err in self-classification, respondents argued that it was
often an attempt to secure access to financial resources or a deliberate
attempt by academic staff to hinder transformation processes. Therefore, for
example, it can be argued to be a ‘moral’ error in the eyes of the bureaucrat:
race classification has consequences, so the self-classifier has to accept not
only the classification as common-sense, but also the consequences,
whether favourable or not.

However, bureaucrats deem that self-classification can also be inaccurate
against ‘objective’ criteria, rather than just ‘cheating’. They argue that they
are objective observers who can recognise the phenotypic and other
markers, such as surname, place of residence and schooling, aspects that
may challenge the race that individuals have classified themselves as – races
are facts and confirmed by further facts.  That surnames, areas of domicile,
schools and other apartheid markers of race (such as the Group Areas Act)
are no longer active in South Africa does not deter these practitioners of
classification from still using these criteria to challenge the self-classifications
by individuals. The assumption that apartheid era classification processes
were somehow completely objective, scientific and not socially constructed,
also informs their analysis. If the apartheid bureaucrats could be so confident
about the veracity of their project of racial classification, so too can the post-
apartheid bureaucrats.

Attempts to resolve apparent instances of misclassification, however,
can be problematic: firstly, because of the discomfort inherent (for some) in
the process of categorising people on the basis of race; and, secondly,
because of changes in society that make ‘traditional methods’10 of classifying
people increasingly ambiguous, or even inappropriate. The following extract
from an interview is an illustration:

It has happened from time to time that you would find a student who’s
either, their schools that they’ve been to, their area that they live in, the
surname would not match what I would expect for an African student,
and so you would then need [to] unpack and get the student into the
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office and of course you well know the difficulty [the] apartheid
government had in classifying people, you know how do you classify
people on the basis of what you see in the office, who makes the
judgement call? And so those are the difficulties and we live with them
on a day to day basis. [...]
Let’s give a hypothetical situation, where you have a student who has
classified themselves as African they have a European surname, they’ve
been to Westville Girls High School, they live in Westville, you would
need perhaps to ask some questions you know, who was your mother,
who was your father and try and unpack it on that basis, whether this
is a pure African situation or whether we’re talking mixed marriage to
two or three generations. (Interview Morrison 2009)

Furthermore, the four categories in use (discounting ‘Other’ and
‘Foreigner’) are limited in scope and sometimes result in misclassifications
as a result. For example, it was pointed out in a few interviews that there has
been some difficulty in classifying Chinese people as they do not fit easily
into the four available categories. This is especially problematic when it
comes to classifying international students, who also have to be classified
upon arrival to study at the UKZN.

In addition to the problems posed in classifying international students,
is the issue of classifying ‘coloured’ students at UKZN. Classifying people
of ‘mixed race’ heritage is becoming more and more difficult and this
challenge was noted by a number of respondents. ‘Coloured’ in South Africa
may be understood to refer to people of ‘mixed race’ heritage but it is also
sometimes seen as tied to a particular cultural identity, that of ‘Cape
Coloured’; or of specific races in the mix.11 As a result, people of mixed race
heritage that do not belong to this cultural formation that is tied to a ‘black-
white’ racial heritage may feel uncomfortable adopting this category for
classification. Interviewees observed:

The one might be when it comes to this classification of coloured which
is a bit of a, you know, what does it mean. (Interview Fihlela 2009)

If they want to keep the mixed box or the bi-racial box they can maybe
have subsections under that because I think that is really going to grow
in the future. There’s more interracial families [...] coming forward.
(Interview Van Soelen et al 2009)
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Employment equity and quotas
The challenge posed by classification linked to access to a job or higher
education in a chosen field is particularly difficult as illustrated previously.
This is especially the case given the stated acceptance of the need for
redress both in employment and in access to higher education.

I just relate an experience from one of the interviews that we had where
a person asked us if race was going to play any part in the short listing
of candidates and the chairperson said yes it’s a South African reality.
But this person we were interviewing him from London although he is
a South African but I think he probably wasn’t really satisfied with that
answer if race was going to sort of be a factor in the short listing of
candidates. But I mean it’s South Africa, people have to understand
where we come from. I think we can go with this idea that I am a human
being why should race be an issue but this is South Africa there’s no way
we can just ignore that. Definitely not, whether we like it or not for the
next few years, I don’t know how many. (Interview Fihlela 2009)

The challenge of race-based affirmative action relates largely to the need
to maintain an appropriate balance between excellence and redress. Whilst
not necessarily contradictory in its application, it could also display the
problematic assumption that the two goals are in absolute conflict.
Interviewees commented:

So somebody would argue that if we have an applicant who’s a Nobel
Laureate, and he’s white and male do you exclude that person from the
selection process just because of a racial category and then also sort of
ignore the idea of excellence because you want to attract excellence at
the same time? So, we get caught in this quandary, and this quandary
belongs to the selection panel to decide on and whatever decision they
make will only be addressed if there’s somebody contesting it. (Interview
Govender 2009)

There are of course problems in the sense that we have to turn away a
very large number of high performing students [from the Medical
School] which from an education perspective you wouldn’t like to do,
but if you wouldn’t do that, if you wouldn’t apply a quota system, we
would end up being a medical school for only Indian and White students.
(Interview Sturm 2009)

Clearly the issue of quotas and employment equity continues to remain
a divisive issue in work organisations, especially universities. The first
challenge, faced by universities like UKZN is that racial transformation
either through quota policies or other measures like affirmative action have
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to be nuanced and move beyond racial classification as the primary tool of
achieving a more egalitarian institution.  The second challenge is that these
equity goals (racial, gender, class) can only be successfully achieved with
sufficient financial and human resources. UKZN is currently struggling with
both these resources. The creation of diversity and equity portfolios does
not automatically suggest that an institution is taking these issues seriously.
These may well be the driving forces of employment equity, but in order for
their goals to be achieved sufficient financial and human resources need to
be supplied and made available.

Alternatives to race classification?
Practitioners of racial classification in work organisations are often surprised
by the infrequent agency of those they classify racially. Such agency could
be demonstrated through questioning and contesting classification.
However, as Wills indicates below, this agency is not often displayed:

...there’s a strong view held by many people on affirmative action,
employment equity and so on but I don’t think that extends to really
being too concerned with ticking boxes with race. (Interview  2009)

They are further surprised that the objection should be raised that such
classifications are subjective and have no scientific basis. Many of these
practitioners have not been trained, before or after their employment, in
critical social sciences. At a senior level, where practitioners have some
training or understanding of the complexities of social identity, there is a firm
divide in their thinking between the philosophical-moral questioning of
attributing essentialised racial belonging, and the pragmatic work of
classifying employees racially.

Racial classification in a work organisation such as a South African
university is used largely to measure transformation of two distinct groups:
employees and students. The purpose of classification differs slightly in
each case. For employees, race classification is understood to be necessary
on a practical level in order to fulfil legislative requirements (in terms of the
Employment Equity Act), and, some interviewees expressed the need for the
University to be transformed away from its historically white origins.
Respondents Fihlela and Govender both reiterate the need for the use of
racial classification as normative and necessary to address racial inequities.
For these respondents, classification is a necessary bureaucratic exercise
used to achieve and measure in a statistical way racial parity and equity
amongst students and staff at UKZN.
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Fihlela points out that:
… without classification you will never be able to see whether you are
doing well or not. For me that’s what I think it’s all about, you know.
(Interview 2009)

Similarly respondent Govender contends that any serious approach to
achieving equity at UKZN is dependent on the use of racial classification:

If you’re serious about redress you have to use racial categories. [...]
Identifying racial groups basically allows us to employ instruments to
correct [...] and to raise the different capabilities of people. [...] So we
have to work with that. Society can’t just level itself off automatically
you know we have to make conscious interventions, unfortunately
equity planning, let’s call it that, is sort of necessary. (Interview 2009)

The rationale of both these arguments has two premises. Firstly, that race
as an absolute category exists and all people are, therefore, classifiable.
Secondly, that the act of classification allows for a benchmark to ensure
racial redress and the achievement of legislatively mandated equity goals.
Govender (Interview 2009) acknowledges that for him the ‘purpose of
classification is simple’ and that most employees are happy either to classify
themselves or be classified by HR selection officers. He does recount one
incident when the race of an applicant for a job was unclear to him. He had
subjectively classified the applicant as white, but was not completely
convinced that this was the correct classification. He then asked the
selection panel what the applicant’s racial classification was and was
informed that the applicant was classified as coloured. It is not clear whether
the applicant had classified herself as coloured in her CV, for example, or if
different members of the panel had in their own subjective cognitive schema
classified the applicant.

The potential dissonance of this experience lies in the argument that racial
classification is a simple process that is rational and empirical and serves a
clear purpose for the classifier, in this case an HR practitioner. However, this
argument is belied by the subjective moment of doubt that the manager had
in making a decision about this particular applicant. Govender does not
provide reasons for his ‘misclassification’ but argues instead that cases of
misclassification are anomalous and that there have been no legal challenges
by employees or potential employees (that he can recall) to challenge their
assigned racial classifications.

In the case of students, race classification again is viewed, by the staff
involved, as necessary, largely in order to measure progress in fulfilling the
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national transformation agenda and reporting on this process to Higher
Education South Africa (HESA). This goal, according to some interviewees,
has resource implications since government subsidies to the University may
be adversely affected if UKZN was seen to be lax in fulfilling its mandate to
transform access to higher education in South Africa. It is also necessary
in order to fulfil University-driven quota-based acceptance of applications
to study at the University. From all the Faculties at UKZN, the Medical
School applies a quota-based system most stringently.

In a 2002 interview with the executive director of equity of the former
University of Natal it was contended that for a long time the University met
its internal student equity targets by classifying Indian students as Black.
Being classified as ‘generic Black’ concealed that the university had not
substantively increased its Black African student intake. The situation post-
merger has changed significantly with most students of the merged institutions
being classified as Black African.

In addition, it is interesting to note that, as reflected in the quote from
Wills earlier in this section, while most people, according to the interviewees,
are quite comfortable or at least unconcerned with the idea of selecting a
particular racial category with which they would be classified, there is a
definite tension associated with some of the processes and consequences
of these processes that are enabled by race classification, like affirmative
action and differential access to financial  resources.

Nevertheless, while most interviewees (classifiers themselves) were
accepting of the need for race classification in order to achieve redress and
for more pragmatic statistical and reporting purposes, there were some
dissenters:

Except for the equity issues, I don’t think it’s necessary because I think
it  perpetuates these differences in all of us and I think in some ways
we still carrying [...] the apartheid era which I find to be problematic.
(Interview Gopal 2009)

It is important to note that the redress discourse in South Africa has
become conflated with racial redress, and interviewees automatically read
redress to imply racial redress. When four of the senior human resource
officials were asked if redress can occur beyond race, all agreed that it could,
but suggested that such a mandate to link redress beyond race would have
to come from the state.  In this sense they were merely following orders. The
imagination to achieve redress beyond race exists amongst practitioners
interviewed. However this imagination seems to be increasingly under
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attack by institutional and state policies obsessed with race as the main
means of redress.

Although for the majority of interviewees, there were no viable alternatives
to race classification in order to achieve the goal of redress, some suggestions
for alternatives were put forward, as is reflected below. In South Africa,
inequality was and remains inextricably tied to socio-economic inequality.
A class based system of redressing inequalities would also then arguably
serve to redress racial imbalances (see Maré 2001, Habib and Bentley (eds)
2008, Alexander 2007):

we should change it from race into social level or economic level or
whatever you would call it because what we are seeing now is of the last
two, three years is that you get a increased number of Black African
students that come from the same socio-economic background as the
Indian and White populations so they should in fact compete at equal
levels instead of at race level in my view. (Interview Sturm 2009)

The other kind of categories that you could work with would consist
of, say age group you know you could target the youth. That’s a useful
category because we know in terms of the numbers that seventy percent
of our youth who finish school haven’t found employment … (Interview
Govender 2009)

At present and for the foreseeable future, however, race based
classification will continue to be practised as a means towards assessing
success in Government’s primary measures of redress,

[B]ut I think for now I don’t see us saying that everyone is just a South
African. I don’t see that happening in the next few years. (Interview
Fihlela 2009)

‘Race’ remains a core organising principle of South African society,
subtly (and sometimes overtly) directing the ways in which social relations
and cultural formations are structured. As Maré states, ‘through the banality
of bureaucratic practice, and the confirmation of political discourse, race is
every day created, confirmed, maintained, telling us what exists, what is
desirable and what is possible’ (2001:88). It is necessary, therefore, to draw
attention to and question these processes and practices that appear to be
natural in their obviousness and that serve to reinforce ‘common sense’
understandings of society that are in reality anything but.
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Notes
1. Based on a project completed for the Centre for Critical Research on Race and

Identity which was funded by the Maurice Webb Trust. The authors would like
to acknowledge the initial work done by the Industrial Organisational and Labour
Studies (IOLS) Research Unit, and that sections of that report have now been
incorporated into this article.

2. The place of ‘nationality’ within race categorisation was not investigated.

3. UKZN was born out of a merger in 2004 between the Universities of Natal and
of Durban-Westville. The merger process was driven by national government
plans to restructure and reconfigure the higher education landscape in South
Africa.

4. This commitment is made primarily in the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa (Act 108 of 1996) (South Africa 1996) where it states explicitly under
the Founding Provisions of Chapter 1, subsection 1 that ‘The Republic of South
Africa is one, sovereign, democratic state founded on the following values: ...(b)
Non-racialism and non-sexism’.

5. Yvonne Erasmus (2007) discusses how responsibility for classifying and
reclassifying people under apartheid was devolved to lower level bureaucrats.

6. For example, the UKZN Equity Plan for the Division of Student Services 2006.

7. For example, The General Entrant Equity Scholarship, the Prestige Entrant
Scholarship, and the Emma Smith Bursary (Interview Naidoo 2009)

8. On the racialisation of ethnicity see, for example, Soudien in this issue.

9. According to Sturm (Interview 2009) ‘We aim at 69% black African students,
19% Indian, 9% coloureds and 3% white’.

10. Such as residential area or school, which under apartheid and the provisions of
the Group Areas Act, were generally congruent with the discriminatory practices
of that racist system.

11. Under the Population Registration Act (30 of 1950) as amended in 1959, the
Coloured group was divided into subgroups consisting of Cape Coloured,
Malay, Griqua, Chinese, Indian, Other Asiatic and Other Coloured (Erasmus
2007). The last subgroup was defined basically in the negative as anyone who
did not fit into one of the other subgroups and was neither white nor black (or
‘native’).
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